
WRITING CONCLUSION PARAGRAPH COMPARE CONTRAST ESSAY

How to Write a Conclusion for a Compare & Contrast Essay body of the essay usually consists of several paragraphs
supporting the essay's.

You have the freedom to express your own opinion about the thesis based on the supporting evidence
discussed. Avoid redundancy by ensuring your voice in the introduction is different from that in the
conclusion. An example of a topic for a compare and contrast essay is a comparison between life in a city and
life in the country. The introduction has three key elements. A proper outline gives the essay clarity and helps
the organization of the work. Show me examples. Feel free to use this sample essay as a model for your own
compare and contrast essay. Offer Something to Ponder Besides, you can give the reader something to
consider. It provides a clear, easy-to-follow structure. The thesis statement provides the main point of or ideas
within your essay. The law of attraction says they do, but is this phenomenon limited to humans? Not so bad,
was it? One can also use a table to classify the information presented in a clear and manageable way.
Introduction to the main topic To introduce your main topic, you ideally want to start with a hook sentence
and then detail the specifics of the topic itself. Compare and contrast Newton's ideas of gravity with those
proposed by Einstein ['compare and contrast' essay] Examine how the economies of Spain and China are
similar ['compare' only essay] Explain the differences between Achaemenid Empire and Parthian Empire
['contrast' only essay] Structure There are two main ways to structure a compare and contrast essay, namely
using a block or a point-by-point structure. The conclusion should take the focus from the narrowness of the
thesis statement to the broader implications of the main idea. A well-written essay is also concise, and this
shows in the conclusion. This stance should not be conveyed using an "I" statement, which is usually not
recommended in formal writing. The best and most common way of starting such an essay is to draw a Venn
diagram. A writer must have knowledge of the scope of a compare and contrast essay conclusion. Or it might
have five. The thesis in the conclusion should be stated firmly because it has already been supported in the
preceding discussion. What Is a Compare and Contrast Essay? It is advised to start and end with the same
subject for each point to maintain consistency. To compare is to examine how things are similar, while to
contrast is to see how they differ. The differences also show how both dogs sometimes stray from their normal
behavior, notably through how they interact with their favorite toys. Stuck on Your Essay? Summary of main
points First, you want to summarize your main points. It consists of two circles that overlap creating a single
overlapping area and two non-overlapping areas. But the good news is that an outline is your best friend for
getting organized and ready to write. The two types of structure, block and point-by-point, are shown in the
diagram below. Then a way to sort out and organize the above information is sought and utilized. Often, a
paraphrased version of the thesis statement contained in the introduction is provided in the conclusion. This
type of structure is similar to the block structure used for cause and effect and problem-solution essays. The
introduction and conclusion are often standard paragraphs written at the beginning and end of an essay
respectively. Structure The structure of a conclusion paragraph mirrors the introduction, which takes readers
from broad to narrow. Hot diggity dog! Avoid telling a story. You feel like a lost puppy, unsure of what to do
next. This message will disappear when then podcast has fully loaded. Learning the mechanics of writing a
good conclusion can make one stand head and shoulders among peer writers. Sometimes the whole essay will
compare and contrast, though sometimes the comparison or contrast may be only part of the essay. As you
work on this part, keep in mind that your conclusion should bring things full circle to your introduction. Argue
a point with supported facts.


